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Abstract—The aim of this paper is image encryption using Genetic Algorithm (GA). The proposed encryption method consists of two phases. In modification phase, pixel locations are altered to reduce correlation among adjacent pixels. Then, pixels values are changed in the diffusion phase to encrypt the image. Both phases are performed by GA with binary chromosomes. For modification phase, these binary patterns are generated by Local Binary Pattern (LBP) operator while for diffusion phase binary chromosomes are obtained by Bit Plane Slicing (BPS). Initial population in GA includes rows and columns of the input image. Instead of subjective selection of parents from this initial population, a random generator with predefined key is utilized. It is necessary to decrypt the coded image and reconstruct the initial input image. Fitness function is defined as average of transition from 0 to 1 in LBP image and histogram uniformity in modification and diffusion phases, respectively. Randomness of the encrypted image is measured by entropy, correlation coefficients and histogram analysis. Experimental results show that the proposed method is fast enough and can be used effectively for image encryption.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the technological world, information security becomes a major concern. Encryption algorithms have emerged as practical tools for ownership authentication and copyright protection [1], [2]. Digital images play an important role in our daily lives as a big source of information and many algorithms have been proposed for digital image encryption [3]. Among them, Genetic algorithm (GA) has been used frequently in conjunction with well established cryptography methods or in a stand-alone fashion.

The aim of combining GA with common encryption algorithms is to enhance randomness of the encrypted image. In [4], first the input image is encrypted by chaotic function. Then GA is applied to obtain an optimum encrypted image. In [5], [6] the input image is divided into four equal sub-images each encrypted by separate keys. Two sub-images with lowest correlation are selected as initial population for GA. Then, each of these sub-images is divided into four smaller parts. Cross-over operation is defined as substituting pixel values in each portion. After some generation, the best encrypted image with low similarity between its parts is achieved.

GA can also be used directly for image encryption. Cross-over and mutation operations change pixels values to reduce correlation coefficients between adjacent pixels. In [7], pixels located at even positions are considered as first parents. A set of predefined functions give the first parent and determine its corresponding second parent. Cross-over is defined to exchange binary values of parents from the middle point. For mutation, the function which finds out the second parent is altered. GA is also utilized in frequency domain. Abduhaiba et al. proposed an image encryption method in which two frequency components are selected randomly as parents [8]. By cross-over their imaginary parts are dislocated and in mutation, real parts of parents are subtracted from the input key.

Since encrypted image randomness strongly depends on encryption key, GA is also used to optimize the key. A key with n bits can be rearranged by n! cases. The most advantageous key with optimal length is selected by GA in [9], [10]. Proposed methods usually consider the input image as a set of vectors with fixed length. A set of these constructive vectors are accidentally selected as parents and a single point cross-over is applied to obtain next generation. Mutation is defined as pixel value subtraction from a fixed value [11]-[15].

In this paper we introduce a novel method for image encryption. The proposed method does not need any other encryption scheme and is based only on Genetic Algorithm. It has two distinct steps which are called modification and diffusion. First pixels positions are dislocated in the modification step to reduce similarity between neighboring pixels and obtain better encrypted result. Chromosomes are binary vectors generated by Local Binary Pattern (LBP) operator. To be reversible the algorithm, two parents (rows/columns) are selected by a semi-random number generator and a predefined key. Then, single point cross-over and mutation operators are applied to generate new individuals. If this procedure increases the fitness function then corresponding rows/columns in the original gray scale image are permuted accordingly. Fitness function of the modification step is defined as average transitions from 0 to 1 in rows and columns of the binary image.

In the diffusion step, values of rearranged pixels are altered to obtain cipher image. Similar to the previous step, chromosomes are binary vectors but they are generated by Bit Plane Slicing (BPS). The gray scale image is decomposed into 8 binary images called bit planes. Again, with the help of a semi-random number generator and a predefined key two bit planes are selected. From each bit plane one parent is chosen in an objective manner. These parents are recombined and permutation is performed to generate two offspring. These individuals are located in the same position as their parents and new bit planes are combined together to make gray scale
cipher image. If histogram of the encrypted image becomes more uniform this procedure is accepted and two other parents are selected from ongoing bit planes. Otherwise, two other bit planes are picked up and the above process is repeated.

One of the main factors which differentiate our work from previous efforts is the use of fitness function at each cycle. Although this may increase computational burden, due to binary chromosomes the algorithm converges very fast and encrypted image has high entropy. Proposed methods reviewed in the literature select successive rows/columns of the image as parents and do not utilize fitness function at each generation. But our method opt rows/columns in an objective manner and computes children’s fitness at each iteration.

![Fig. 1 The proposed scheme](image1.png)

**II. GENETIC ALGORITHM**

Genetic algorithm, proposed first by John Holland at 1975, is one of the most famous evolutionary algorithms which is inspired from human evolution process. Genetic algorithm (GA) has been used frequently to solve different optimization problems [16].

GA is population based algorithm which starts with an initial population of individual usually randomly generated. These individuals are selected for reproduction based on probability proportional to its fitness. In other words, the fitter the chromosome, the more times it is likely to be selected to reproduce. Then, mutation and crossover operations are applied to the individuals to produce offspring. The rates of mutation and crossover depend on the application. Crossover operator randomly chooses a locus, specific position in the chromosome, and exchanges the subsequences before and after that locus between two chromosomes to create two offspring. Mutation operator randomly alters some of the bits in a chromosome. To overcome local minima problem, mutation is usually used with a very low probability [17].

In this paper, rows/columns of the input image represent initial population. Since size of the image should be constant during encryption process, population is fixed-sized. Thus, only one pair is selected for mating per cycle and two offspring are produced by crossover.

As GA is applied on binary images, chromosomes are binary vectors. The most common crossover operator for binary representation is single point crossover in which two parents are segmented at random positions and new individuals are generated by swapping these segments. For example, the strings 10000100 and 11100100 could be crossed over after the third locus in each to produce the two offspring 10011111 and 11100100. Mutation lets new trial solutions to be created by making small, random changes in the representation of prior trial solutions. Since binary representation is used, then mutation is achieved by ‘flipping’ bits at random. For example, the string 00000100 might be mutated in its second position to yield 01000100.

A commonly used rate of mutation is one over the string length [17]. For example, if the chromosome is one hundred bits long, then the mutation rate is set so that each bit has a probability of 0.01 of being flipped. For image encryption, however, a diverse population is more desirable. Therefore, mutation rate is set to higher value of 0.5 and every other bit in the string is flipped.

**III. RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR**

Unlike basic form of GA which selects parents, crossover locus, and mutation locations randomly, they are chosen objectively in this paper. This is due to the fact that the algorithm should be reversible and be able to decrypt cipher image.

W used a linear random number generator proposed in [18] which has following parameters: (S, µ, f, U, g) where S is a finite set of states (the state space), µ is a probability distribution on S used to select the initial state (or seed) s0, f: S→S is the transition function, U is the output space, a and g: S→U is the output function. State of s depends to its previous state and the output at step i is ui=g(si). The output values u0, u1, u2, … are the so-called random numbers produced by the following algorithm:

1. Generate the initial state (called the seed) s0 according to µ and compute u0=g(s0).
2. Iterate for i = 1, 2, … And compute si = f (si−1) and ui = g(si).

Having the same parameter µ, the above algorithm generates the same sequence of random numbers. So, parameters µ are used in this paper as key to determine index of rows/columns in the LBP image (needed in substitution phase), bit plane image, and index of bit plane (needed in modification phase). These keys are called keysub, keymod and keyinit.

**IV. BINARY PATTERNS**

As mentioned before, the proposed encryption method is based on GA with binary chromosomes. This is mainly due to simple binary GA operators which accelerates encryption process.

**A. Local Binary Pattern**

For substitution step which dislocates pixels positions Local Binary Pattern (LBP) operator is used. LBP is one of the most famous and powerful feature descriptors. It has gained increasing attention in many image analyses applications due to its low computational complexity and invariance to monotonic gray-scale changes [19]. The original version of the LBP operator considers a 3×3 rectangular neighboring block around each pixel. These eight neighbors are labeled by thresholding with the central pixel value, weighted with powers of two and then summed to obtain a new value assigned to the central pixel.LBP of the sub-image block
shown in Fig. 2 is calculated as 107 (1+2+8+32+64=107). Fig. 3 shows the input image and its LBP version.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>255</th>
<th>217</th>
<th>130</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>418</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 The LBP operator

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c}
0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
2 & 64 & 32 & 8 & 8
\end{array}
\]

Fig. 3 (a) Input image (b) LBP image

B. Bit Plane Slicing

To change pixels values of the permuted image, generated in the substitution step, and make cipher image with GA, permuted image is decomposed into several binary images called bit planes. Assume we have a gray-scale input image in which each pixel has a gray level value between 0 and 255. Each pixel value can be presented in 8-bit string. So, the image is composed of eight 1-bit planes, ranging from bit-plane 0 for the least significant bit to bit-plane 7 for the most significant bit. Fig. 4 illustrates bit plane slicing (BPS), and Fig. 5 shows the various bit planes for the image shown in Fig. 3 (a).

Fig. 4 Bit plane slicing

Fig. 5 Various bit planes for the image Lena

V. PROPOSED METHOD

As mentioned before, the proposed method consists of substitution and modification stages. In the former stage position of the pixels are changed while in the latter stage value of pixels are altered. GA with binary chromosomes is used in both stages with single point crossover. Variation between 0 and 1 and histogram uniformity are utilized as cost function for substitution and modification stages, respectively. In the following, details of encryption and decryption steps are presented.

A. Encryption Algorithm

The proposed GA based encryption method needs three keys (key\(_{sub}\), key\(_{mod}\) and key\(_{bit}\)) as mentioned in Section III. Encryption steps are as follows:
1) Give the plane input image.
2) Generate binary version of input image according to LBP transformation (Section IV A).

Substitution stage
3) Generate a semi-random sequence of row/column numbers using key\(_{sub}\). Length of sequence as the same as number of rows and columns.
4) Consider two subsequent rows/columns in the above sequence as parents and apply crossover and mutation operations.
5) If variation between 0 and 1 is increased then perform the same modification on the equivalent gray scale input image. Otherwise, go to the next subsequent pairs of rows/columns.
6) If all rows/columns of the binary LBP image are not processed go to step 4.

Fig. 6 (c) shows result of substitution stage.

Modification stage
7) Generate binary version of input image according to BPS transformation (Section IV B).
8) Generate a semi-random sequence of bitplane pairs using key\(_{bit}\). In each pair, the first element shows one of most-significant bitplanes (bitplane 8-5) while the second pair indicates one of least-significant bitplanes (bitplane 1-4).
9) Consider two bitplanes in the above sequence. The reason for choosing one most-significant bitplane and one least-significant bitplane is the fact that least-significant bitplanes are semi-random (Fig. 5) generating more variation in the following steps.
10) Select one row/column from the above bitplanes, using key\(_{mod}\) and consider them as parents. Then apply crossover and mutation operations.
11) If histogram of the obtained image becomes more uniform, then perform the same modification on the equivalent gray scale substituted image and go to step 10.
12) Otherwise, go to the next pair of bitplanes and go to step 10.
13) Repeat the above process until the encrypted image is obtained.

Fig. 6 (b) shows the encrypted image.

B. Decryption Algorithm

Having the valid encryption keys (key\(_{sub}\), key\(_{mod}\) and key\(_{bit}\)), the cipher image can be decrypted. Decryption algorithm is the same as encryption algorithm but in a reverse steps. Fig. 6 (a) shows the encrypted image.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Results of encryption and decryption steps are shown in section 5. In this section quality and security analysis of the proposed method is presented.

A. Quality Analysis

An ideal cipher image should be totally random like a noise pattern. Quality of the encrypted image is usually measured by histogram uniformity, Correlation of adjacent pixels, image entropy.

Image’s histogram represents distribution of its grey level values. A random image has uniform histogram. Fig. 7 shows histogram of the original and cipher images.

Correlation of adjacent pixels in horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions is another criterion for randomness evaluation of the encrypted image. The more randomness the cipher image to be, the less correlation coefficients it has. We select 500 pixels within the cipher image and calculate their correlation coefficients as follows:

\[ r_{xy} = \frac{\text{Cov}(x,y)}{\sqrt{\text{D}(x)} \sqrt{\text{D}(y)}} \]  

\[ \text{Cov}(x,y) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - E(x)) (y_i - E(y)) \]  

\[ E(x) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i \]  

\[ \text{D}(x) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - E(x))^2 \]

In the above relation, x and y are the gray levels in two adjacent pixel of image.

Information entropy is the most important feature of randomness. If \( m \) be number of gray levels and \( p(m_i) \) be the probability of \( m_i \)th gray level, information entropy is:

\[ I(m) = \sum_{i=0}^{2^8-1} p(m_i) \log_2 \left( \frac{1}{p(m_i)} \right) \]

For a random gray scale image with 256 levels \( (2^8) \), entropy is 8 bits. Table I shows correlation coefficient and entropy of the benchmark image. Comparison with other methods is presented in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Barbara</th>
<th>Lena</th>
<th>Baboon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>correlation</td>
<td>-0.00017</td>
<td>-0.00058</td>
<td>0.00088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entropy</td>
<td>7.9932</td>
<td>7.9968</td>
<td>7.9971</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Security Analysis

The proposed cryptosystem has three keys for substitution (key_sub), modification (key_mod), and bitplane (key_bit) selection. To evaluate keys sensitivity, the plain image is first encrypted with chosen keys. Then decryption process is performed by different keys with a tiny alteration compared to the original ones. Fig. 8 shows decrypted image with correct keys Fig. 8 (a), with wrong key_sub Fig. 8 (b), with wrong key_mod Fig. 8 (c), and with wrong key_bit Fig. 8 (d).
VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new image encryption method based on genetic algorithm. To accelerate this process, the plane image is first converted into distinct binary images using Local Binary Pattern (LBP) and Bit Plane Slicing (BPS). Experimental results show that our method yields high random cipher image measured by histogram uniformity, correlation of adjacent pixels, and image entropy criteria. Experiments confirm that our approach is sensitive to the keys and small distortion in them does not recover the original image at all.
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